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A number of presentational conventions have been adopted in this thesis:
• Italics are used when a term is defined, but not thereafter.
• Spelling is according to the (Australian) Macquarie Dictionary, in particular the
version which is searchable on the Web (http://www.dict.mq.edu.au/).
• References to archival publications are used in preference to Internet URLs.
• In cases when URL references are necessary, a URL is inserted in parentheses
like this (http://pastime.anu.edu.au/nick/pubs/). Each URL refers to a Web
page as it appeared on 23 May 2000.
• Equations from other studies are presented here using a standard notation, which
is described in Table 2.2. While every effort has been made to avoid introducing




Published methods for distributed information retrieval generally rely on cooperation
from search servers. But most real servers, particularly the tens of thousands available
on the Web, are not engineered for such cooperation. This means that the majority of
methods proposed, and evaluated in simulated environments of homogeneous coop-
erating servers, are never applied in practice.
This thesis introduces new methods for server selection and results merging. The
methods do not require search servers to cooperate, yet are as effective as the best
methods which do. Two large experiments evaluate the new methods against many
previously published methods. In contrast to previous experiments they simulate a
Web-like environment, where servers employ varied retrieval algorithms and tend
not to sub-partition documents from a single source.
The server selection experiment uses pages from 956 real Web servers, three dif-
ferent retrieval systems and TREC ad hoc topics. Results show that a broker using
queries to sample servers’ documents can perform selection over non-cooperating
servers without loss of effectiveness. However, using the same queries to estimate
the effectiveness of servers, in order to favour servers with high quality retrieval sys-
tems, did not consistently improve selection effectiveness.
The results merging experiment uses documents from five TREC sub-collections,
five different retrieval systems and TREC ad hoc topics. Results show that a broker us-
ing a reference set of collection statistics, rather than relying on cooperation to collate
true statistics, can perform merging without loss of effectiveness. Since application of
the reference statistics method requires that the broker download the documents to
be merged, experiments were also conducted on effective merging based on partial
documents. The new ranking method developed was not highly effective on partial
documents, but showed some promise on fully downloaded documents.
Using the new methods, an effective search broker can be built, capable of address-
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